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We study the quench dynamics of a topologically trivial one-dimensional gapless wire following
its sudden coupling to topological bound states. We find that as the bound states leak into and
propagate through the wire, signatures of their topological nature survive and remain measurable
over a long lifetime. Thus, the quench dynamically induces topological properties in the gapless
wire. Specifically, we study a gapless wire coupled to fractionally charged solitons or Majorana
fermions and characterize the dynamically induced topology in the wire, in the presence of disorder
and short-range interactions, by analytical and numerical calculations of the dynamics of fractional
charge, fermion parity, entanglement entropy, and fractional exchange statistics. In a dual effective
description, this phenomenon is described by correlators of boundary changing operators, which,
remarkably, generate topologically non-trivial monodromies in the gapless wire, both for abelian
and non-abelian quantum statistics of the bound states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ordered phases of matter typically exhibit a proximity
effect: when interfaced with a normal, gapless system, an
exponentially thin layer of the normal system is induced
with the proximate order. This phenomenon is well un-
derstood for symmetry-broken phases with a local order
parameter [1], in terms of local interactions induced in
the normal system by quantum tunneling over a coher-
ence length of the proximate order. When topological
phases, which lack a local order parameter, are interfaced
with a normal insulator, the interface hosts topological
bound states (TBSs) with unconventional assignments of
quantum numbers, such as fractional charge or unpaired
helicity [2–6]. If we replace the normal insulator with a
normal, gapless conductor, the TBSs lose their integrity
in equilibrium and become extended on the normal side.
Thus, it would seem that topology cannot be induced by
local proximity in space.
This spatial view in equilibrium, however, is blind to
the temporal correlations out of equilibrium. We can
think of the process of interfacing the topological phase
with a gapless system as a rapid quench of the boundary
conditions of the system, in time. Once the interface is in
place, the TBSs become free to move through the gapless
medium [7–9]. Could there be a temporal topological
proximity effect, whereby proximity to the topological
phase induces the normal system with some topological
features dynamically over some coherence time?
In this work, we answer this question in the affirmative.
The scaling laws of the short-time dynamics after a local
quench were highlighted in [7] in terms of the conformal
dimensions of boundary-changing operators (BCOs) im-
plemented by the quench. Global quenches of topological
states were considered in [10–12]. What we show here is
that the long-time dynamics uncovers some of the most
interesting features of the correlators of the BCOs, in-
cluding wavefunction monodromies of both Abelian and
FIG. 1. Setup: a gapless wire of length ` is coupled to bound
states αˆL,R at its endpoints. The couplings λL,R are switched
according to a quench protocol. A chiral field νˆ describes the
propagating modes in the wire.
non-Abelian nature. These monodromies are encoded in
the revivals of the quantum dynamics of the Fermi sea
after the quench, with different periods exhibiting unique
patterns of charge fluctuations, fermion parity, entangle-
ment, fidelity, and phase discontinuities. We dub this be-
havior “dynamically induced topology,” and characterize
it through the evolution of fractional quantum numbers
and entanglement entropy in a gapless one-dimensional
wire (GW). We demonstrate that, remarkably, the TBSs
form mobile anyons within the GW and manifest their
quantum statistics even in this one-dimensional geom-
etry. The anyons maintain their localization during a
coherence time which extends over many multiples of the
return time of the GW. In this way, we formulate the
temporal evolution of the induced topology in the topo-
logically trivial, gapless system.
II. SETUP AND MODEL
Our setup consists of a multipart system composed of
a wire that is gapless in the thermodynamic limit and
one or two topological wires labelled by a ∈ {L,R} that
support TBSs, either fractional or Majorana fermions
(see Fig. 1). The couplings λa between the topologi-
cal and gapless wires are time-dependent according to a
prescribed quench protocol. We consider a single quench
by which all components of the system are suddenly cou-
pled at time t0 and remain coupled thereafter, as well as
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2a double quench by which a single quench is applied and
then all original components are disconnected at a later
time t1.
We model the GW as a tight-binding chain (with N
sites) of spinless fermions created by cˆ†r at position r with
nearest-neighbor tunneling w and a Hubbard interaction
u. The topological wires are modeled as Su-Schrieffer-
Heeger (SSH) chains [13, 14] with nearest-neighbor tun-
neling wa + (−1)rma where ma is the tunneling modula-
tion, supporting fractional-fermion TBSs, or Kitaev (K)
chains [15, 16] with nearest-neighbor tunneling wa and
pairing ∆a, supporting Majorana-fermion TBSs.
The models are solved analytically using effective low-
energy and conformal field theory as well as numeri-
cally by exact diagonalization for the non-interacting
GW, including disorder (see Appendix A for details),
and using time-dependent density matrix renormaliza-
tion group (tDMRG) for the interacting clean GW.
III. EXCHANGE STATISTICS
TBSs can have fractional exchange statistics in two
spatial dimensions when adiabatically braided [17–20].
Remarkably, we discover signatures of the exchange
statistics in our one-dimensional, non-equilibrium setup.
For the case of two Majorana fermions with no phase dif-
ference, the non-Abelian statistics satisfied by the Majo-
rana modes is manifested as a doubling of the expected
period for revivals of the fidelity [9]. The case of the
fractional solitons of the SSH chain is more subtle, as the
information about the exchange statistics is contained
only in the accumulated phase.
To reveal this non-adiabatic exchange statistics, we
consider two topological wires coupled via a single quench
to opposite ends of a GW and examine the resulting fi-
delity as well as the phase accumulated in consecutive
revivals. Denoting the state of the system by |ΩpLpR(t)〉,
where pL, pR ∈ {0, 1} are the initial fermion parities of,
respectively, the two fractional solitons and the two su-
perconductors for the SSH and Kitaev chains, we define
the overlap of the evolved state with the initial state by
OqLqR,pLpR(t) = 〈ΩqLqR(t)|ΩpLpR(0)〉 [21, 22] and extract
the probability |OqLqR;pLpR(t)|2 as well as the relative
phase between two processes with different initial and
final parities [23]
θqLqR,pLpRq′Lq′R,p′Lp′R
(t) = arg
OqLqR,pLpR(t)
Oq′Lq′R,p′Lp′R(t)
, (1)
which encodes various non-Abelian statistical phases by
removing the dynamical phase.
For example, for the SSH solitons, the relative phase
between processes with pL = pR = 1 = qL = qR and
p′L = 1 = q
′
L, p
′
R = 0 = q
′
R encodes the Abelian statistical
phase accumulated by taking a soliton around another (of
the same fractional charge),
θSSHs ≡
1
2
θ11,1110,10. (2)
FIG. 2. Fidelity and statistical phase. Panels (a) and (b)
show the fidelity F++ = |O11,11|2 (dashed black), the fidelity
F+− = |O10,10|2 (red) and the statistical phase θSSHs = 12θ11,1110,10
(blue) in a GW (N = 100) after a single quench with two SSH
chains (NL,R = 50, mL,R = 0.8w, λL,R = 0.5w). Panels (c)
and (d) show the fidelity F00 = |O00,00|2 (dashed black), the
parity switching probability F10 = |O11,00|2 (red) and the
statistical phase θKs = θ
11,00
00,00 (blue) in a GW (N = 200) after
a single quench at t0 = 0 with two Kitaev chains (NL,R = 50,
∆L,R = −0.3w, λL,R = w). Panels (a) and (c) show the
numerical results of exact diagonalization and panels (b) and
(d) show the analytical result obtained from Eq. (7).
For the Majorana fermions, starting with pL = pR =
p′L = p
′
R = 0, one can acquire a superposition of qL =
qR = 1 and q
′
L = q
′
R = 0 final parities with the non-
Abelian statistical phase
θKs ≡ θ11,0000,00. (3)
We obtain overlaps and phases numerically, as detailed
in Appendix B. For both the Kitaev and the SSH chains
we find non-trivial statistical phases, see Fig. 2. The
effect requires no coupling between TBSs and the mech-
anism is elucidated by the low energy effective theory
developed below: following the quench, the two TBSs
leak into the GW and propagate through opposite chiral
channels, exchanging chiralities from one traversal to the
next. Through this process they effectively braid, keeping
their chirality intact and hence revealing their exchange
statistics. The TBS dissipation occurs mainly through
amplitude decay into dispersive modes of the GW, while
their phase remains coherent over many revivals.
3IV. EFFECTIVE THEORY AND QUANTUM
MONODROMIES
We now turn to describe the effective theory and derive
the dynamics of the fields and the TBSs. In the following
we work with the natural units ~ = e = 1. The non-
interacting GW, u = 0, is described by the linearized
Hamiltonian
HˆeffGW = −ivF
∫ `
−`
dx νˆ†(x)∂xνˆ(x), (4)
written in terms of a chiral field νˆ, with {νˆ(x), νˆ†(x′)} =
δ(x−x′) and the boundary condition νˆ(`) = ζνˆ(−`), ζ =
e2ikF ` = ±1 at half-filling. When working with fractional
solitons (SSH) or Majorana fermions (Kitaev) TBSs, we
choose to take the chiral field as fermionic νˆ = ψˆ (SSH)
or Majorana νˆ = 1√
2
ηˆ = νˆ† (Kitaev). This field couples
to the TBSs via
Hˆefft = 2
∑
a∈{L,R}
λa(t)νˆ(xa)αˆ
†
a + h.c., (5)
where αˆa denotes a fermion annihilation operator fˆa
(SSH) or a Majorana zero mode iγˆa/
√
2 (Kitaev) with
γˆ2a =
1
2 interfaced at xL = 0 and xR = ` to the GW. See
Appendix C for details and derivations.
Before the quench, t < t0 = 0, αˆa(t) = αˆa(0) is con-
stant, and νˆ is the free field
∑
ω e
i(kx−ωt)νˆ0(ω), where
νˆ0(ω) are the modes of the unperturbed GW with en-
ergy ω, and, in the linearized model, k = ω/vF . The
equations of motion for t > 0
∂tνˆ(x, t) = −vF∂xνˆ(x, t) + 2i
∑
a
λaαˆa(t)δ(x− xa),
∂tαˆa(t) = 2iλaνˆ(xa, t) = iλa[νˆ(x
+
a , t) + νˆ(x
−
a , t)]. (6)
Since the GW modes all propagate at vF , we can model
the scattering off the TBS as a time-periodic perturba-
tion occurring at regular intervals of order of return time
τr = 2`/vF . Complemented by the boundary condition
νˆ(x+ vF τr, t) = ζνˆ(x, t), we can obtain the full solution.
Before we present the solutions to Eq. (6), we note
that in the low energy limit λa  vF /
√
` we must have
νˆ(x−a ) = −νˆ(x+a ). That is, the quench introduces a Z2
branch cut into the field. The non-interacting GW is
described by two copies of the chiral part of the Z2 Ising
conformal field theory [24]. Each copy contains three
primary fields, the identity I (with conformal dimension
hI = 0), a Majorana fermion field η(x, t) (hη = 1/2), and
the twist field σ(x, t) (hσ = 1/16), which acts as the BCO
generating the quench in this limit. Therefore, starting
in |Ω0〉, the state of the GW following the quench with
two TBSs is |Ω(t)〉 = σ(`, t)σ(0, t)|Ω0〉. Therefore, the
overlap (including the phase),
〈Ω(t)|Ω(0)〉 = 〈Ω0|σ(0, t)σ(`, t)σ(`, 0)σ(0, 0)|Ω0〉, (7)
is given by correlators of the twist operator and realizes
quantum monodromies. We present explicit expressions
FIG. 3. Comparison between the exact diagonalization (solid
black lines) and the effective theory results (dotted orange
lines). (a) Density at the rightmost site of the left SSH chain
(mL = 0.8w, NL = 50), coupled via λL = 0.2w θ(t) to a GW
(N = 300), with λR = 0 for all t. (b) Fermion parity of the
left Kitaev chain, for two Kitaev chains (NL,R = 20, ∆L,R =
−0.7w) coupled via λL,R = 0.2w θ(t) to a GW (N = 250).
for this overlap in Appendix C. The results are plotted in
Fig. 2 , showing remarkable agreement with the numerical
results.
The exact solutions of Eq. (6) are derived in Ap-
pendix C . For a single TBS αˆL coupled to νˆ(xL = 0)
via λL = λ, we find αˆL(t) = gL(t)αˆL(0) + XL[νˆ0], where
XL is some functional of νˆ0 only, and
gL(t) = e
−Γt
n∑
k=0
(−2Γ)k
k!
n∑
j=k
(
j−1
k−1
)
ζjeΓjτr (t− jτr)k, (8)
with Γ = 2|λ|2/vF and n = bt/τrc. We can now identify
the total revival time as τ ≡ τr + βτl, where τl = 1/Γ is
the leakage time and β ∼ O(1) depends on the number
of past reflections. In the low energy limit, Γτr  1 and
at the nth revival cycle, the maximum amplitude scales
like |gmaxL | ∼ n−1/3 for n  1 (see Appendix C for a
derivation).
When two TBSs are coupled to νˆ at xL = 0, xR =
` with λL,R = λ, we obtain αˆa(t) =
∑
b gab(t)αˆb(0) +Ya[νˆ0], with Ya is another functional of νˆ0 only, and
gLL(t) = gRR(t) = e
−Γt
2n∑
k=0
(−2Γ)k
k!
2n∑
j=k
(
j−1
k−1
)
(9)
×
∑
m≥j−n≥0
(
k
2m
) (
ζeΓτr
)j−m
[t− (j −m)τr]k,
gLR(t) = ζgRL(t) = e
−Γt
2n′∑
k=0
(−2Γ)k
k!
2n′∑
j=k
(
j−1
k−1
)
(10)
×
∑
m≥j−n′− 12≥0
(
k
2m+1
)
e
Γτr
2
(
ζeΓτr
)j−(m+1)
[t− τr(j −m− 12 )]k,
with n′ = bt/τr + 1/2c. These equations are matched
against exact evolution results in Fig. 3 , showing remark-
able agreement.
4V. DYNAMICALLY INDUCED TOPOLOGY
Following the quench, the GW evolves into an intricate
non-equilibrium state, and becomes entangled with the
TBSs. So far, we have shown that, even though the GW
is itself topologically trivial in equilibrium, its quenched
state sustains signatures of coherent quantum statistics
of TBSs over long times, a canonical signature of nontriv-
ial topology. In the following we study other properties
of the quench dynamics in the GW, which characterize
the topological phase of the parent system supporting the
TBSs. Specifically, these are: (i) propagation of quantum
numbers in the GW; and (ii) patterns in the entangle-
ment entropy. These properties are, in effect, temporal
extensions of the topological properties of the systems
hosting TBSs into the GW. Our analytical expressions
for these calculations are presented in Appendix D.
A. Fermion Charge and Parity
Following the coupling of the SSH model to the GW, a
disturbance in the density leaks into the GW. We study
the charge carried by this disturbance by defining the
smoothed charge operator [25] centered on site r, Qˆr[h] =∑
r′ fr−r′ nˆr′ , where f is a smoothing function, which we
take to be fr = exp(−r2/l2) with l a smoothing length.
Its expectation value and fluctuations are given by
Qr(t) =
∑
r′
fr−r′ [1−Gr′r′(t)], (11)
δQ2r(t) =
∑
r′1r
′
2
fr−r′1 fr−r′2Gr′1r′2(t)[δr′1r′2 −Gr′2r′1(t)]. (12)
Here Grr′(t) = 〈cˆr cˆ†r′〉(t) is the equal time correlator be-
tween sites r and r′, where 〈•ˆ〉(t) = 〈Ω(t)|•ˆ|Ω(t)〉 with
|Ω(t)〉 the state of the system at time t.
To isolate the effects of the SSH soliton in the GW,
we take the soliton charge and charge fluctuations as
Q(s) ≡ Q(+) − Q(−) and [δQ(s)]2 ≡ [δQ(+)]2 − [δQ(−)]2,
where the superscript + (−) indicates that the initial
state of the system has (no) solitons. Calculated in this
manner, Q(s) and [δQ(s)]2 are plotted in Fig. 4 as func-
tions of the position r and time t. For simplicity, we
have taken δQ(−)(t) = δQ(+)(t = 0), since without a
soliton the time-dependence of the charge fluctuations
leaking into the GW is negligible. As depicted in Fig. 4,
as the soliton propagates in the GW, the fractional charge
Q(s) = 1/2 [2] moves with it. Furthermore, at the center
of the moving soliton the charge fluctuations δQ(s) ≈ 0,
signifying that the moving fractional charge is, to a good
approximation, a good quantum number.
For quenches involving the Kitaev chain, the density
contains no signatures of the Majorana mode. Instead,
we look at the fermion parity operator. We define the
anomalous correlator Frr′(t) = 〈cˆr cˆr′〉 and combine G
FIG. 4. Local soliton charge (a) and excess fluctuations (b)
for SSH-GW configuration following a double quench (t0 = 0,
t1 ≈ τ/2, λL = 0.5w) of SSH (NL = 50, mL = 0.8w) and GW
(N = 100) with a smoothing length l = 20. The propagat-
ing excitation carries a quantized charge 1/2 and contributes
negligibly to the charge fluctuations compared to the soliton-
free fermi sea. Fermion parity to the left of a cut for K-GW
configuration with a Kitaev chain (NL = 20, ∆L = −0.3w)
and a GW (N = 100) following a single quench (t0 = 0,
λL = w) (c) and a double quench (t0 = 0, t1 ≈ τ/2, λL = w)
(d). The dashed lines indicate propagation at vF following
the quenches.
and F to form the Nambu correlator
G =
(
G F
F † 1−GT
)
. (13)
In Appendix D we show that, without interactions, the
parity Πs for a subsystem with Ns sites is given by a
simple and useful formula,
Πs = (−1) 12Ns(Ns−1)Pf [Σx(1− 2Gs)] , (14)
where Gs is obtained by a straightforward projection to
the sites of s. The results following a single and a double
quench, are displayed in the lower panels of Fig. 4 , where
s comprises all the sites to the left of a cut.
We find that following the quench the Majorana TBS
propagates through the GW, rendering the parity of any
subsystem of the segment between the TBS and its re-
mote partner zero. The same behavior occurs in a double
quench when tunneling is turned off at t1, indicative of a
Majorana pair creation at the interface: one is trapped
by the Kitaev chain while the other starts to propagate
through the GW. The subsystem parity through a cut
remains zero for any site between these new partners.
Interestingly, the double quench for the SSH solitons
shows signatures of local charge fluctuations after t1 not
of charge itself. This can also be understood as a pair
creation but now of particle-hole excitations, one trapped
5to the SSH chain and the other propagating through the
GW. We now examine this scenario through the entan-
glement of subsystems.
B. Entanglement Entropy
Following the quench the state of the TBSs (thus, the
system hosting it) and the GW become entangled. Thus,
we expect that the propagation of TBSs and the concomi-
tant fluctuations must be accompanied with the propa-
gation of entanglement in the GW.
The von Neumann entanglement entropy of the subsys-
tem s with reduced density matrix ρˆs is Ss = Tr(ρˆs log ρˆs).
In the non-interacting GW, one can use trace formulae
[26] to obtain [27] (see Appendix D for details):
Ss = −1
2
Tr [Gs log Gs + (1− Gs) log(1− Gs)] . (15)
It was suggested in [28] that the entanglement entropy
can be related to the counting statistics of the number
operator through the generating function χs(φ). For a
normal system, i.e. when F = 0, Ss =
∑
m
αm
m! Q
(m)
s ,
where Q
(m)
s ≡ dm logχs/d(iφ)m|φ=0 are the cumulant
moments of the number operator and αm are given by
an integral form; the first few terms are
Ss =
pi2
3
Q(2)s +
pi4
45
Q(4)s +
2pi6
945
Q(6)s + · · · . (16)
In a paired state, the same relationship holds if one takes
χ to generate the counting statistics of Bogoliubov quasi-
particles instead of the original paired particles. This can
be understood by noting that in the quasiparticles basis,
G is diagonal, and thus F = 0 as before. We note, how-
ever, that once projected to a subsystem this basis is not
the same as the quasiparticle basis of the entire system.
In other words, the two operations of diagonalizing G and
projecting to the subsystem do not commute. We do not
explore the subtleties of this relationship here. Instead,
we report our numerical results for the quench dynamics
entanglement entropy and particle (as opposed to quasi-
particle) fluctuations. We find that Ss ∼ pi23 Q(2)s [29–33]
holds in all cases.
When comparing the results of the SSH and the Kitaev
cases, several distinct behaviors of the entanglement en-
tropy occur, see Fig. 5 . It is either finite over a small
window around the vF cone (SSH case, following t0) or
displays a pattern which extends over the entire spatial
path (Kitaev case, following t0). Following t1 in a double
quench, it displays the extended pattern for both cases.
For the SSH solitons, the reason for the change in be-
havior for t > t1 can be related to the presence of an
unmatched TBS with fractional charge 1/2 within the
disconnected GW. To allow for its presence, the number
fluctuations on the entire GW must increase. This is con-
sistent with the local charge and its fluctuations, Fig. 4 a
and Fig. 4 b following t1 ' τ/2, which we explained by a
particle-hole pair creation.
FIG. 5. Entanglement entropy (left) and charge fluctuations
(right) through a cut following a double quench, for SSH-GW
(upper, NL = 50, mL = 0.8w, λL = 0.5w) and Kitaev-GW
(lower, NL = 50, ∆L = −0.3w, λL = w) configurations, as
function of time, with t0 = 0 and t1 ≈ τ/2, for N = 100.
For the Majorana TBS, following a single quench, the
charge fluctuations account for the maximal uncertainty
in parity through any cut between the TBS and its re-
mote partner. Following a double quench, the behavior
is again consistent with the generation of a pair of two
Majorana TBSs near the interface, one trapped and one
propagating.
VI. DISCUSSION
Proximity quenches of topological and gapless wires
offer a possibility to inject topological bound states into
the wire, which behave as mobile anyons augmenting the
properties of the wire over a large coherence time. The
dissipation in the GW occurs through loss of amplitude of
the anyon as it disperses in the gapless medium, while its
phase continues to bear the imprint of the parent TBS.
The power-law decay of the maximum amplitude∼ n−1/3
after n  1 revivals may be expected since there are
no timescales in the GW left in this limit. The slow
decay demonstrates the long-lived coherence time of the
dynamically induced topology.
We find further signatures of the dynamically induced
topology in the GW in the charge, fermion parity, charge
fluctuations, and the entanglement entropy. In the pres-
ence of interactions [34–36], the GW is effectively de-
scribed by the Luttinger liquid theory with a renormal-
ized Fermi velocity
v = vF
pi
√
1− u˜2
2 arccos(u˜)
, (17)
6FIG. 6. Soltion charge Q(s) in the presence of interactions.
The charged is measured within a window centered at the
middle of the GW. Here N = 140, NL = 20, mL = 0.8w,
λL = w and smoothing length l = 20.
where u˜ ≡ u/vF [37], see Appendix E for details. The
conformal field theory at discrete values of the Luttinger
parameter, 1/K = 2− 2pi arccos u˜ ∈ N, can be embedded
within an orbifold theory [29], but appropriate BCOs can
be found for other values of K [38]. Here, we explore the
effect of interactions numerically using tDMRG. For the
SSH case, we study the soliton charge within a static win-
dow around the center of the lead as function of time, see
Fig. [6]. To counteract the effect of renormalized Fermi
velocity, we measure the time in units of a renormalized
return time τrvF /v. Remarkably, we find that in addi-
tion, interactions can significantly decrease the decay of
the soliton charge and lead to sharper peaks. We discuss
the GW in the presence of disorder in Appendix E.
Quantities such as the (Re´nyi) entanglement entropy
and, by a straightforward extension, the fidelity, are mea-
surable using techniques developed in Ref. [39]. The ex-
tension required here is to quench two copies of the sys-
tem at different times, and let them interfere. Such an
extension could pave the way to measurement of the dy-
namically induced topology, including measurement of
signatures of non-abelian statistics through fidelity re-
vivals and propagation of entanglement with a unique
behavior. In addition, if the two systems are not iden-
tical but instead admit different initial occupations of
the fermion TBSs (or different parities of the supercon-
ductors), the interference fringes would be shifted by the
relative statistical phase, Eq. 1 , unveiling the fractional
statistics. Our work opens the door to study the local-
ization and thermalization properties of anyons, with and
without interactions. It is also of interest to consider ex-
tensions to “anyon trains” and to interacting TBSs, e.g.
parafermions [40, 41] in future.
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Appendix A: Exact time evolution
In the main text we considered two canonical lat-
tice models, namely the SSH and the Kitaev models,
that support, respectively, regular and Majorana fermion
TBSs in their topological phases. As is well known, the
SSH TBSs are solitons that carry a fractional charge 1/2,
whereas the Majorana TBSs in the Kitaev model are
neutral. However, Majorana TBSs implement the non-
Abelian fractional statistics of Ising anyons. In this Ap-
pendix, we provide the details of our numerical method
for the exact diagonalization of these models for the non-
interacting GW (with or without disorder).
Our time-dependent model Hamiltonian in the main
text is Hˆ(t) = HˆL+ HˆGW +HR+ Hˆt(t). The topological
wire Hamiltonian, for a ∈ {L,R}, is
Hˆa =
Na−1∑
s=1
[
wa,sdˆ
†
a,sdˆa,s+1 + ∆dˆa,sdˆa,s+1 + h.c.
]
, (A1)
where dˆ†a,s creates a fermion in the a wire at system site s,
wa,s = wa+(−1)sma is the dimerized hopping amplitude
with ma the dimerization strength, and ∆a is the (p-
wave) pairing amplitude. For ma 6= 0,∆a = 0 we obtain
the SSH model; for ma = 0,∆a 6= 0, we obtain the Kitaev
model. The GW Hamiltonian is
HˆGW = Hˆf + Hˆdis + Hˆint
= w
N−1∑
r=1
(
cˆ†r cˆr+1 + h.c.
)
+
N∑
r=1
µr
(
nˆr − 1
2
)
+ u
N−1∑
r=1
(
nˆr − 1
2
)(
nˆr+1 − 1
2
)
, (A2)
where N is the number of sites, cˆ†r creates a fermion
at lead site r, nˆr = cˆ
†
r cˆr is the number operator, w is
the hopping amplitude, u is the short-range interaction
strength and µr is the potential disorder with strength
W . In our numerics, we draw µr from a uniform distri-
bution over [−W/2,W/2]. Lastly, the tunneling Hamil-
tonian
Hˆt(t) =
∑
r,a,s
λr;a,s(t)dˆ
†
a,scˆr + h.c., (A3)
where λr;a,s(t) is the tunneling amplitude between sys-
tem a site s and GW site r. The initial state of the sys-
tem is taken to be the ground state |Ω〉 of the uncoupled
system and GW at half filling.
Working in the Nambu basis, let CˆT = (cˆT, cˆ†) where
cˆT = (cˆ1, . . . cˆN ) in some (say, the position) basis, and
ΓˆT = (γˆT, γ†) with γˆT = (γˆ1, . . . , γˆN ) the quasi-particle
operators related to the original basis by the unitary Bo-
goliubov transformation,
Cˆ =WΓˆ, W =
(
U V ∗
V U∗
)
. (A4)
7The matrix W diagonalizes the BdG Hamiltonian Hd =
W†HW = diag(1, . . . , N ,−1, . . . ,−N ) at t = 0, with
the positive eigenvalues α > 0 associated with the first
N columns of W.
The ground state of the entire system |Ω〉 is defined as
the unique state annihilated by all quasiparticle opera-
tors,
γα|Ω〉 = 0, for all α > 0. (A5)
One can construct this state explicitly as
∏
α>0
γα|0〉.
When 〈0|Ω〉 6= 0, where |0〉 is the vacuum state annihi-
lated by cˆ, the ground state has the Thouless represen-
tation,
|Ω〉 = A exp
[
1
2
cˆ†Zcˆ†T
]
|0〉 , (A6)
where A is a normalization factor and Z = −(V U−1)†.
The Nambu Green’s function is defined as G =
〈Ω| CˆCˆ† |Ω〉. Using the above relations and rotating to
the quasiparticle basis, where 〈Ω| ΓˆΓˆ† |Ω〉 = (1 + Σz)/2,
we find G =
(
G F
F † 1−GT
)
, with
G = 〈Ω| cˆcˆ† |Ω〉 = UU†, (A7)
F = 〈Ω| cˆcˆT |Ω〉 = UV †. (A8)
Note that the kernel of the exponent in the Thouless
representation of the ground state can be written as Z =
−G−1F . The unitarity ofW yield the following relations:
G(1−G) = FF † and GF = FGT. We note that these are
true for the entire system and do not apply to projected
forms of G and F . We can also see easily that the matrix
2G − 1 (and its projections to a subsystem) are particle-
hole symmetric:
Σx(2G − 1)TΣx = −(2G − 1). (A9)
Equivalently, the matrix Σx(2G − 1) and its subsystem
projections are anti-symmetric.
The evolution for times t > 0 is performed using the
unitary evolution operator U(t) = Texp
[
−i ∫ t
0
H(s)ds
]
,
Cˆ(t) = U(t)Cˆ(0) = U(t)WΓˆ(0). (A10)
We may also find |Ω(t)〉 in the Thouless form with
Z(t) = U(t)Z(0)U†(t) with the equal time Green’s func-
tion G(t) = U(t)G(0)U†(t).
Appendix B: Overlaps, Fidelity and Phase
The overlap between two states in the Thouless repre-
sentation,
|Ωα〉 = Aα exp
[
1
2
cˆ†Z(α)cˆ†T
]
|0〉, α = 1, 2, (B1)
is
〈Ω1|Ω2〉 = sNA1A2Pf(Q), (B2)
where sN = (−1)N(N+1)/2 and
Q =
(
Z(2) −1
1 −Z(1)∗
)
. (B3)
To prove this we will apply the formalism of fermion
coherent states, defined as |ξ〉 = e−cˆ†ξ|0〉 = ∏Nk=1(1 −
ξk cˆ
†
k)|0〉, where ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξN )T and its conjugate
ξ∗ are 2N anti-commuting independent Grassmann
numbers. In this language, we write the resolution
of identity 1 =
∫
dµ(ξ)|ξ〉〈ξ|, the measure dµ(ξ) =∏
i (dξ
∗
i dξi) e
−∑i ξ∗i ξi , and the trace of an operator,
TrAˆ =
∫
dµ(ξ)〈−ξ|Aˆ|ξ〉. We also note that when we con-
sider a fermion coherent state |ξ〉 and apply an operator
of the form OˆM = e
−cˆ†Mcˆ, then OˆM |ξ〉 = |e−Mξ〉 is sat-
isfied. Using the above, we can calculate the overlap
〈Ω1|Ω2〉 = A1A2
∫
dµ(ξ) exp
(
1
2
ξTZ(1)∗ξ
)
× exp
(
1
2
ξ∗TZ(2)ξ∗
)
, (B4)
which can be rewritten in matrix form as
〈Ω1|Ω2〉 = A1A2
∫ ∏
i
dξ∗i dξi exp
(
1
2
ΞTQ Ξ
)
, (B5)
where Q is as defined above and the Grassmann spinor
ΞT = (ξ∗T, ξT). The anti-symmetric matrix Q can al-
ways be transformed into canonical form by means of an
orthogonal transformation Q = MQcMT,
Qc =
(
0 Λ
−Λ 0
)
, (B6)
where Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λN ) with λ1, . . . , λN non-
negative real numbers. In terms of the spinor Ψ = MΞ
〈Ω1|Ω2〉
= A1A2 detM
∫ ∏
i
dψ∗i dψi exp
(
N∑
i=1
λiψ
∗
i ψi
)
= (−1)NA∗1A2 detM det Λ. (B7)
Using the relation
det(Λ) = (−1)N(N−1)/2Pf
(
0 Λ
−ΛT 0
)
, (B8)
we can write, using Pf(MAMT) = det(M)Pf(A),
〈Ω1|Ω2〉 = A1A2 det(M)Pf(Qc)
= sNA1A2Pf(Q), (B9)
8which coincides with Eq. (B2).
The Onishi formula states that the fidelity F is given
by
F = |〈Ω1|Ω2〉|2 =
∣∣∣det(U†1U2 + V †1 V2)∣∣∣ . (B10)
To prove it, we use Eq. (B2) and the relation Pf2A =
detA, so up to a sign s,
〈Ω1|Ω2〉 = sA1A2
√
det
(
Z(2) −1
1 −Z(1)∗
)
. (B11)
Using the relation det
(
A B
C D
)
= det(AD −BC) when
C and D commute and noting the Sylvester’s determi-
nant theorem det(1 +AD) = det(1 +DA)
〈Ω1|Ω2〉 = s(−1)N(N+1)/2A1A2
√
det
(
1− Z(2)Z(1)∗).
By substituting our relations for Z(α) and using their
anti-symmetric property, we can rewrite this expression
〈Ω1|Ω2〉 = sA1A2
√
det
(
UT2 U
∗
1 + V
T
2 V
∗
1
)√
detU2 detU∗1
. (B12)
Taking |Ω1〉 = |Ω2〉, we express the normalization for
α = 1, 2 as 1 = 〈Ωα|Ωα〉 = sA2α/|detUα|, so we choose
s = 1 and get Aα =
√|detUα|. The overlap is therefore
〈Ω1|Ω2〉 = e− i2 arg detU2− i2 arg detU∗1
√
det
(
U†1U2 + V
†
1 V2
)
,
(B13)
which coincides with Eq. (B10) after multiplying each
side by its complex conjugate.
Appendix C: Low energy effective field theory
In this Appendix, we derive the low energy effective
theory and the dynamics of topological bound states. We
them present expressions for the correlators of BCOs.
In the low-energy theory the GW is described by
an effective theory obtained by linearizing the lattice
model Hf in Eq. (A2) near the Fermi wave-vector kF
and taking the continuum limit where the lattice con-
stant a  ` = (N + 1)a. In the following we set
a = 1. We start from momentum space representation
Hˆf = −2w
∑
k˜ cos(k˜)nˆk˜, and linearize near the Fermi
points: for right (+) movers k˜ = kF + k =
pi
2 + k and for
left (−) movers k˜ = −kF + k = −pi2 + k. For small k we
obtain:
Hˆf = −2w
∑
−Λ<k<Λ
[
cos
(pi
2
+ k
)
nˆ+,k + cos
(
−pi
2
+ k
)
nˆ−,k
]
≈ 2w
∑
−Λ<k<Λ
k [nˆ+,k − nˆ−,k] . (C1)
where Λ ∼ 1/a is a high momentum cutoff, and nˆ±,k =
cˆ†±,k cˆ±,k are the momentum mode occupations near ±kF .
In the same limit we define the real space fields
ψˆ±(x) =
1√
`
∑
k
e±ikxcˆ±,k, (C2)
where the Fermi velocity is vF = 2w sin(kF ) = 2w and
the Hamiltonian describing the fields is
Hˆf = vF
∫
dx
[
−ψˆ†+i∂xψˆ+ + ψˆ†−i∂xψˆ−
]
. (C3)
The continuum fermion field is Ψˆ(x) ≡ eikF xψˆ+(x) +
e−ikF xψˆ−(x), where x ∈ [0, `] is the position along the
GW. Defining an unfolded fermion field ψˆ(x) ≡ ψˆ+(x)
and ψˆ(−x) ≡ ψˆ−(x) over x ∈ [−`, `], we write the effec-
tive GW Hamiltonian (without disorder and interactions)
Hˆefff = −ivF
∫ `
−`
dx ψˆ†(x)∂xψˆ(x). (C4)
For the Kitaev case we switch to a Majorana basis
by writing the fermion field in the GW as ψˆ(x, t) =
1√
2
[ηˆ1(x, t) + iηˆ2(x, t)], where ηˆj = ηˆ
†
j , j = 1, 2. The
boundary condition on this fermion field is ψˆ(`) =
ζψˆ(−`), where the sign ζ = e2ikF ` = +1 (−1) corre-
sponds to a GW with (without) an extended resonant
state at the center of the band.
In its topological phase, the gapped systems admit
midgap TBSs that prior to the quench are localized at
the ends of the system. For the SSH model, these are
fermion bound states, whose annihilation and creation
operators we shall denote by fˆa and fˆ
†
a . For the Kitaev
model, these are Majorana bound states which we shall
denote by γˆa. Here a = L (R) denotes the TBS inter-
faced with the GW to the left (right) at position xL = 0
(xR = `). In the low-energy theory, it is sufficient to
consider only the coupling of the TBSs to the GW,
Hˆefft = 2
∑
a
λa(t)ψˆ(xa)αˆ
†
a + h.c., (C5)
where αˆa = fˆa (αˆa = iγˆa/
√
2) for SSH (Kitaev) mod-
els, respectively, and xL = 0, xR = `. The factor
of 2 accounts for the fact that the full fermion field
Ψˆ(xa) = 2ψˆ(xa), up to a phase e
ikF xa that is absorbed
into λa. Note that λa in the continuum Hamiltonian has
dimensions of
√
velocity× energy (in natural units). The
coupling to the end Majorana fermions is
2i
∑
a,j
λaj(t)ηˆj(xa)γˆa, (C6)
with λai(t) = λa(t) sin[(φa+Λa+pi(i−1))/2]. Here φa is
the phase of the a superconductor and ΛL = 0 (ΛR = pi)
is associated with real (imaginary) Majorana modes.
91. Derivation of the TBS dynamics
In the following we assume λa ∈ R and start with the
case that λL 6= 0, λR = 0. For a single Majorana TBS
coupled to the GW only ηˆ2 remains coupled, thus we ob-
tain similar equations of motion for the Kitaev and SSH
case. We unify the notation by setting νˆ = ψˆ (νˆ = ηˆ/
√
2,
ηˆ ≡ ηˆ2) for SSH (Kitaev). Thus we obtain the equations
of motion Eq. (6). Integrating the first equation around
x = 0, we obtain vF νˆ(0
+, t) = vF νˆ(0
−, t) + i2λLαˆL(t).
Resolving the discontinuity of the lead mode at x = 0
by writing νˆ(0, t) = [νˆ(0+, t) + νˆ(0−, t)]/2, the second
equation yields, (∂t + Γ)αˆL(t) = 2iλLνˆ(0
−, t), where
Γ = 2|λL|2/vF . This equation can be solved as
αˆL(t) = e
−ΓtαˆL(0) + 2ie−ΓLt
∫ t
0
λL(s)e
Γsνˆ(0−, s) ds.
(C7)
In this linear model νˆ(x, t) = νˆ(x − vF s, t − s) for (x −
vF s)x > 0, i.e. as long as the tunneling site at x = 0
is not crossed. Thus, at x = 0− and for 0 < t < τr, we
have a free field
∑
ω e
−iωtνˆ0(ω) ≡ νˆ0(t). Complemented
by the boundary condition νˆ(x + vF τr, t) = ζνˆ(x, t), we
have
νˆ(0−, s) = ζνˆ(2`+, s)
= ζνˆ(0+, s− τr)
= ζνˆ(0−, s− τr) + i(2λL/vF )ζΘ(s− τr)αˆL(s− τr)
= · · ·
= ζnνˆ(0−, s− nτr)
+ i(2λL/vF )
n∑
j=1
ζjΘ(s− jτr)αˆL(s− jτr),
(C8)
where n is an integer. Choosing n = bt/τrc we find a
recursive relation that we can iterate to find Eq. (8) of
the main text. This can also be written as
gL(t) =
n∑
j=0
ζje−Γ(t−jτr)L(−1)j
(
2Γ(t− jτr)
)
, (C9)
where L
(−1)
j is a generalized Laguerre polynomial. For
Γτr  1, the terms with j < n contribute negligibly and
gL(nτr + s) ≈ ζnϕn(Γs), where ϕn(x) = e−xL(−1)n (2x).
To find the asymptotic expression for large n when
Γτr  1, we note that ϕn satisfies a one-dimensional
Schro¨dinger equation with potential −2n/x, mass 1/2
and energy −1:
−∂2xϕn +
(
1− 2n
x
)
ϕn = 0. (C10)
We employ a semi-classical approach to analyze the be-
havior of the largest (last) peak, obtained near the turn-
ing point, x0 = 2n. In this region we linearize the poten-
tial x = x0 + x˜ to get the Airy equation whose solution
gives the following approximate behavior near x0
ϕn(x˜) ≈ Υ(n)Ai
(
x˜
(2n)1/3
)
, (C11)
where Ai is the Airy function and Υ(n) is a normalization
constant. The global extrema of Ai is the last oscillating
peak value before the decay near x0 and hence occurs
close to the origin. We evaluate it to the third order
around x˜ = 0 and obtain Aimax ≈ 0.5634. The normal-
ization constant can be evaluated exactly and has the
asymptotic behavior Υ(n  1) =
√
pi
(2n)1/3
. Altogether we
find the asymptotic approximation
|ϕmaxn1| ≈
0.79256
n1/3
, (C12)
quoted in the main text.
When two TBSs are coupled to ηˆ at xL = 0 and xR = `,
repeating the iterative procedure outlined in the previous
section we obtain the following integral equations
αˆR(t) = YR[νˆ0] + e−ΓtαˆR(0)− 2Γe−Γt
∫ t
0
ds eΓs
×
b sτr + 12 c∑
j=1
ζjθ(s+
τr
2
− jτr)αˆL(s+ τr
2
− jτr)
+
b sτr c∑
j=1
ζjθ(s− jτr)αˆR(s− jτr)
 , (C13)
αˆL(t) = YL[νˆ0] + e−ΓtαˆL(0)− 2Γe−Γt
∫ t
0
ds eΓs
×
b sτr + 12 c∑
j=1
ζj+1θ(s+
τr
2
− jτr)αˆR(s+ τr
2
− jτr)
+
b sτr c∑
j=1
ζjθ(s− jτr)αˆL(s− jτr)
 , (C14)
which we can solve by iterations to obtain Eqs. (9),(10)
of the main text.
2. Effective theory of fractional charge propagation
The occupation of the bound state N(t) ≡
〈fˆ†(t)fˆ(t)〉 = e−2ΓtN(0) decays for 0 < t < τr, and is
revived for τr < t < 2τr as N(t) ≈ 4Γ2(t− τr)2e−2Γ(t−τr)
with a maximum value N(τr+1/Γ)/N(0) = 4/e
2 ≈ 0.54,
irrespective of ζ.
For the lead, we have
ψˆ(x, t) = ψˆ(0+, t− x/vF ) = − i
2λ
(∂s − Γ)fˆ(s)
∣∣
s=t−x/vF .
(C15)
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We can calculate the density in terms of the unfolded
fermion field,
ρ(x, t) = 〈Ψˆ†(x, t)Ψˆ(x, t)〉
= 〈ψˆ†(x, t)ψˆ(x, t)〉+ 〈ψˆ†(−x, t)ψˆ(−x, t)〉
+ e−2ikF x〈ψˆ†(x, t)ψˆ(−x, t)〉
+ e2ikF x〈ψˆ†(−x, t)ψˆ(x, t)〉. (C16)
For example, in a a semi-infinite chain x > 0, we find
ρ(x, t) =
2
ξ
θ(x− vF t)e−2(x−vF t)/ξ
[
N(0)− 1
2
]
+
1
pi
sin(2kFx)
{
1
2x
− 2
ξ
θ(x− vF t)e−2x/ξ[
E1
(
−2x
ξ
)
− E1
(
−x− vF t
ξ
)]}
, (C17)
where ξ = vF /Γ is the leakage length, and E1(x) =∫∞
x
e−t
t dt is the exponential integral. At half-filling, the
Friedel oscillations from the second term vanish and the
only contribution comes from the exponentially localized
charge from the first term contributed by the propagat-
ing soliton. In a finite geometry, this propagating charge
is reflected and returns to the original site of the soliton.
The magnitude of the charge on the original site is given
by the square of the envelop function |gL(t)|2.
3. Boundary changing operators and monodromies
The non-interacting, clean limit of the gapless wire is
described by two copies of the chiral part of the Z2 Ising
conformal field theory. Each copy contains three primary
fields, the identity I (with conformal dimension hI = 0),
a real fermion field η(x, t) (hη = 1/2) and the twist field
σ(x, t) (hσ = 1/16). Here σ acts as the BCO generat-
ing the quench in the limit λ  vF /
√
`. Therefore, the
state following the quench with a single topological wire
is |Ω(1)(t)〉 = σ(0, t)|Ω0〉 (where |Ω0〉 is the state of the
wire prior to the time of the quench at t0 = 0), and
|Ω(2)(t)〉 = σ(`, t)σ(0, t)|Ω0〉 for a quench with two topo-
logical wires. We consider the overlap between the state
at time t and the state at time 0, 〈Ω(j)(t)|Ω(j)(0)〉, for j
topological wires (j = 1, 2). The fidelity for one and two
wires is given by
F (1)(t) = |〈Ω0|σ(0, t)σ(0, 0)|Ω0〉|2, (C18)
and
F (2)(t) = |〈Ω0|σ(0, t)σ(`, t)σ(`, 0)σ(0, 0)|Ω0〉|2. (C19)
In the following we will therefore focus on calculating the
correlators for the BCOs.
In terms of coordinates zi spanning the complex plane,
the correlator of two BCOs is
〈σ(z1)σ(z2)〉 = 1
z2hσ12
, (C20)
where zij ≡ zi − zj . For four BCOs, the correlation
function is
〈σ(z1)σ(z2)σ(z3)σ(z4)〉 =
(
z13z24
z12z23z14z34
)2hσ
R(y),
(C21)
where y = z12z34z13z24 and R(y) is given by
R(y) = α+R+(y) + α−R−(y), (C22)
where α± will be decided by the initial conditions and
R± =
√
1±√1− y.
Our theory is defined on a strip 0 < x < 2`, there-
fore we use the conformal transformation z = exp (piw/`)
(and its inverse w = `pi ln z) and the transformation rule
for correlators〈∏
i
σ(wi)
〉
=
[∏
i=1
(
dw
dz
)−hσ
w=wi
]〈∏
i
σ(zi)
〉
(C23)
to get for the correlator of two BCOs
〈σ(w1)σ(w2)〉 =
( pi
2`
)2hσ [ 1
s(w12)
]2hσ
, (C24)
where s(w) = sinh
(
piw
2`
)
, wij = a + i(xij − vF tij) and a
is a short distance cutoff. For four BCOs we obtain
〈σ(w1)σ(w2)σ(w3)σ(w4)〉
=
( pi
2`
)4hσ [ s(w13)s(w24)
s(w12)s(w23)s(w14)s(w34)
]2hσ
R (y) ,
(C25)
where R(y) is given in Eq. (C22) and y = s(w12)s(w34)s(w13)s(w24) .
For the Kitaev case, the relevant conformal blocks are
B±(y) = [R+(y) ± (−1)b tτr + 12 cR−(y)]/2. For the SSH
case, the correlation function is effectively squared. Care
should be taken in squaring the conformal blocks. It
turns out that the relevant conformal blocks are D± =
B2+ ± B2−, for the case that the two TBS are occupied
(D−) and for the case that one is occupied and the other
not (D+).
Appendix D: Trace Formula and Counting Statistics
In this Appendix, we derive the formulea for the en-
tanglement entropy, the full counting statistics and the
fermion parity. We also give expressions for the exact
overlap of two superconducting states and obtain the
Onishi formula which is used to calculate the overlap of
states and extract the fidelity and phase.
For two bilinear forms Aˆ = 12 Ψˆ
†AΨˆ and Bˆ = 12 Ψˆ†BΨˆ,
the following trace formulae are useful for calculating ex-
pectation values:
Tr eAˆ =
√
det (1 + eA), (D1)
Tr eAˆeBˆ =
√
det (1 + eAeB). (D2)
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Here, matrices A and B, are taken, without loss of gen-
erality, to be particle-hole symmetric: A = −ΣxATΣx
and similarly for B, where Σx is the Pauli matrix acting
on the particle-hole basis in the Nambu space. Conse-
quently, TrA = 0, and det(1 + eA) = det(2 cosh A2 ) =
det(1 + e−A). The sign of the square roots need to be
determined by analytical continuity in the matrix ele-
ments.
1. Entanglement Entropy
We use the first trace formula to calculate the entan-
glement entropy of a subsystem s with reduced matrix ρs
using the replica trick,
S = Trs(ρˆs log ρˆs) = − lim
n→1
∂nTrs ρˆ
n
s (D3)
Starting with the ground state |Ω〉 of the system, we write
the reduced density matrix
ρˆs = Trs¯|Ω〉〈Ω| = κse−Aˆs , (D4)
where s¯ is the complementary subsystem to s, Aˆs is an
operator involving only the degrees of freedom in S and
κs is a normalization constant such that Trs ρˆs = 1.
For the ground state of a quadratic Hamiltonian one
can show, using Wick’s theorem, that Aˆs is also quadratic
and given by a Hermitian matrix As. Then,
Tr ρˆns = κ
n
s
[
det
(
2 cosh
nAs
2
)] 1
2
. (D5)
The constant is found by setting n = 1 to be
κs =
[
det
(
2 cosh
As
2
)]− 12
=
1√
det(1 + eAs)
. (D6)
Replacing this in the previous equation and taking the
derivative, using
d
dz
detM = det(M)Tr
(
M−1 d
dz
M
)
,
and log detM = Tr logM for a general matrix M, and
finally taking the limit n→ 1, we arrive at
Ss =
1
2
Tr log
(
2 cosh
As
2
)
− 1
2
Tr
(As
2
tanh
As
2
)
. (D7)
The above expression can be further simplified by the
relation
As = log Gs − log(1− Gs), (D8)
where G is the Nambu Green’s function (projected to s)
G ≡ 〈Ω|ΨˆΨˆ†|Ω〉 =
(
G F
F † 1−GT
)
, (D9)
FIG. 7. The fermion parity Π to the left of a cut in the
GW after a quench at t0 = 0 couples (λL,R = w) the GW
to two Kitaev chains with ∆L = ∆R = 0.5w (top) and
∆L = −∆R = 0.5w (bottom). The insets demonstrate the
orthogonality (non-orthogonality) of the states for consecu-
tive periods for ∆L = ∆R, top panel (∆L = −∆R, bottom
panel).
with the normal and anomalous correlators, respectively,
G = 〈Ω| cˆ cˆ†|Ω〉 = G†, (D10)
F = 〈Ω| cˆ cˆT|Ω〉 = −FT. (D11)
Note that 1−G = ΣxGTΣx. Using Eq. (D8) in Eq. (D7),
we find
Ss = −1
2
Tr [Gs log Gs + (1− Gs) log(1− Gs)] . (D12)
2. Counting statistics and parity
We now employ the second trace formula to calculate
the full counting statistics, generating the moments of the
charge operator in subsystem s. This generating function
can be found from the expectation value of the operator
χˆs(φ) = e
iφQˆs = exp
[
iφ
2
(
Ψˆ†ΣzΨˆ +Ns
)]
(D13)
where Ns is the number of sites in subsystem s, and Σz
is the Pauli matrix in the Nambu space projected to s.
Using the trace formula, we obtain
χs(φ) ≡ Tr(ρˆsχˆs) = κsTr
(
e−AˆseiφQˆs
)
= ei
φ
2Ns
√
det (1 + e−AseiφΣz )
det (1 + eAs)
. (D14)
The sign of the square root must be determined by ana-
lytic continuation. We note that by definition, the gen-
erating function is periodic, χs(φ + 2pi) = χs(φ). Since
the prefactor exp(iφNs/2) is (anti-)periodic in φ for even
(odd) Ns, while the determinant under the square root is
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always periodic, we take the square root to have a (no)
branch cut on the real axis of the complex variable eiφ
for even (odd) Ns. This restores the overall periodicity
of the generating function.
Using Eq. (D8) χs can be written as
χs(φ) = e
iφ2Ns
√
det (1− Gs + eiφΣzGs). (D15)
We define z = (1 − eiφ)−1 and, noting det Σx = (−1)N ,
we find up to a sign,
χs(z) = (2z)
−Ns
√
det[(2z − 1)iΣy + (1− 2Gs)Σx].
(D16)
Note that the determinant is now being taken of an
anti-symmetric matrix. Using the fact that for an anti-
symmetric matrix O, detO = Pf2O, we have
χs(z) = (2z)
−NssNsPf [(2z − 1)iΣy + (1− 2G)Σx] ,
(D17)
where the sign sNs is determined below. The fermion
parity Πs is found by setting φ = pi, i.e. z =
1
2 ; thus,
Πs = sNsPf [Σx(1− 2Gs)] , (D18)
The prefactor sign here is determined by analytic con-
tinuation in elements of Gs, since these depend analyti-
cally on the ground state of the system. Specifically, we
may take the limit where the state |Ω〉 approaches the
ground state of a normal system, whence F → 0, with
the fermion parity becoming Π
(0)
s = det(2Gs − 1); thus,
in this limit
Pf[Σx(1− 2Gs)]→ Pf
(
0 2GTs − 1
1− 2Gs 0
)
= (−1)Ns(Ns−1)/2Π(0)s ,
where we used the property of the pfaffian that
Pf
(
0 M
−MT 0
)
= (−1)n(n−1)/2/2 for an arbitrary matrix
M of size n× n. Therefore,
sNs = (−1)
1
2Ns(Ns−1). (D19)
As an example for the applicability of this formula, the
parity for a quench coupling two Kitaev chains to a GW
[9] is plotted in Fig. 7 .
Appendix E: Robustness
In this Appendix, we formulate and study of the effects
of short-range interactions and disorder in the GW.
1. Effects of short-range interactions
Now we apply bosonization techniques for the GW and
write the right and left-moving fields of Eq. (C3) as
ψˆ±(x) ∼ 1√
2pia
e−i
√
2piφˆ±(x), (E1)
where φ± are bosonic fields. It can be shown that the
corresponding normal ordered densities are related to the
derivative of the bosonic fields
ρˆ±(x) ∼ ∓ 1√
2pi
∂xφˆ±(x), (E2)
and that the free part of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (C3) can
be rewritten in terms of the densities as
Hˆf =
vF
2
∫
dx
[(
∂xφˆ+(x)
)2
+
(
∂xφˆ−(x)
)2]
. (E3)
The interacting part of Eq. (A2) can be rewritten as
Hˆint = u
∫
dx [ρˆ+(x)ρˆ+(x+ 1) + ρˆ−(x)ρˆ−(x+ 1)
+ ρˆ+(x)ρˆ−(x+ 1) + ρˆ+(x)ρˆ−(x+ 1)
+ e2ikF ψˆ†+(x)ψˆ−(x)ψˆ
†
−(x+ 1)ψˆ+(x+ 1) + h.c.
+e−2ikF (2x+1)ψˆ†+(x)ψˆ−(x)ψˆ
†
+(x+ 1)ψˆ−(x+ 1) + h.c.
]
.
(E4)
Dropping the oscillating fourth line, noting the rela-
tions
ρˆ±(x)ρˆ±(x+ 1) =
1
2pi
(
∂xφˆ±
)2
, (E5)
ρˆ+(x)ρˆ−(x+ 1) = − 1
2pi
∂xφˆ+∂xφˆ−, (E6)
ψˆ†+(x)ψˆ−(x)ψˆ
†
−(x+ 1)ψˆ+(x+ 1)
≈ − 1
(2pia)2
[
pi
(
∂xφˆ+(x)− ∂xφˆ−(x)
)2]
, (E7)
and substituting everything into Eq. (E4), we get
Hˆint =
u
2pi
∫
dx
[
2 sin2(kF )
(
∂xφˆ+(x)− ∂xφˆ−(x)
)2]
,
(E8)
where we have taken a as the lattice spacing (and set it
equal to one), and dropped any constants. Adding to
the free part of the Hamiltonian, Eq. (E3), we obtain the
Luttinger liquid (LL) Hamiltonian HLL = Hf +Hint,
HˆLL =
vF
2
∫
dx
{(
1 +
g4
2pivF
)[(
∂xφˆ+
)2
+
(
∂xφˆ−
)2]
− g2
pivF
∂xφˆ+∂xφˆ−
}
,
(E9)
where g2 = g4 = 4u sin
2(kF ).
Introducing the bosonic field φˆ and its dual field θˆ
φˆ =
φˆ− − φˆ+√
2
, θˆ =
φˆ− + φˆ+√
2
, (E10)
the Hamiltonian can be rewritten in the form
HˆLL =
v
2
∫
dx
[
K
(
∂xφˆ
)2
+
1
K
(
∂xθˆ
)2]
. (E11)
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FIG. 8. Fidelity, parity and soliton charge in the presence of disorder in the GW. Panels (a) and (b): a sudden quench of a
SSH chain (NL = 50, mL = 0.8w, λL = 0.4w) to a GW (N = 100). Panels (c) and (d) [(e) and (f)]: a sudden quench of one
(two) Kitaev chain (chains) with NL = 20 (NL,R = 20) and ∆L = −0.7w (∆L,R = −0.7w) and λL = 0.4w (λL,R = 0.4w) to
a GW with N = 100. Panel (a) [(c) and (e)] shows the soliton charge (parity) behavior on the far edge of the SSH (Kitaev),
wherein panels (b), (d) and (f) display the fidelities for the corresponding evolutions. The lines represent the mean value over
25 realizations for a given disorder strength: W = 0.05w (dotted green line), W = 0.1w (dashed orange line) and W = 0.3w
(blue line). Shaded areas represent the standard deviation in the disorder average.
Here we defined the Luttinger parameter
K =
√
1 + g42pivF −
g2
2pivF
1 + g42pivF +
g2
2pivF
=
√
1
1 + 4u sin
2(kF )
pivF
≈ 1− 2u sin
2(kF )
pivF
= 1− u sin(kF )
piw
, (E12)
and the Luttinger velocity,
v = vF
√(
1 +
g4
2pivF
)2
−
(
g2
2pivF
)2
= vF
√
1 +
4u sin2(kF )
pivF
≈ vF
(
1 +
u sin(kF )
piw
)
. (E13)
These approximations are valid for |u/2w|  1. In the
full range −|2w| < u ≤ |2w|, v and K are obtained by
the Bethe ansatz solutions quoted in the main text.
2. Effects of disorder
We study the effects of disorder on the quench by
taking a finite width W for the disorder potential, see
Eq. (A2). Technically, we take a large number of realiza-
tions and average the different observables at each time,
while keeping track of the standard deviation. We take
the disorder strength to be of the order of the level spac-
ing (both below and above). The average values for the
soliton charge (for a lead connected to SSH) and parity
(for a lead connected with a Kitaev wire on one or two
sides) are displayed in Fig. 8, as well as the fidelity (right
panels). The standard deviation is displayed as shaded
areas.
As evident from the graphs, for the Kitaev case the first
few peaks remain remarkably sharp for disorder strengths
that are as high as 30% of the tunneling strengths. The
SSH case is more sensitive to disorder, but the first peak
remains quite sharp for comparable disorder strengths.
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